
Birman 

 

The Birman, also called the "Sacred Cat of Burma. It is a domestic cat breed. The Birman is a 

long-haired, colour pointed cat distinguished by a silky coat, deep blue eyes and contrasting 

white "gloves" on each paw. 

The breed name is derived from Birmanie, the French form of Burma. The Birman breed was first 

recognized in France by the Cat Club de France in 1925, then in England by the Governing 

Council of the Cat Fancy (GCCF) in 1966 and in United States by the Cat Fanciers' 

Association (CFA) in 1967. It is also recognized by the Canadian Cat Association (CCA), and 

by The International Cat Association (ICA) 

 

History: 
 

There is no clear record of the breed's origin. They are most often claimed to have originated as 

the companions of temple priests in Northern Burma in the Mount of Lugh. There are many 

stories extant of how the cats first came to France, including pairs of cats being given as a 

reward for helping defend a temple, or being smuggled out of Burma by a Vanderbilt. Another 

pair of Birman’s (or a pregnant female called Poupée de Maldapour) were said to have been 

stolen and later imported to France by Thadde Haddisch. The first traces of historical Birmans go 

back to a Mme Leotardi in the city of Nice in France. 

Birman’s were almost wiped out as a breed during World War II. Only two cats were alive in 

Europe at the end of the war, a pair named Orloff and Xenia de Kaabaa, both belonging to 

Baudoin-Crevoisier. The foundation of the breed in post war France were offspring of this pair. 

They had to be heavily outcrossed with long-hair breeds such as Persian and Siamese to rebuild 

the Birman breed. By the early 1950s, pure Birman litters were once again being produced. The 

restored breed was recognized in Britain in 1965 and by the CFA in 1966. 
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The first Birman cats were seal point. The blue point colour was introduced in 1959 using blue 

Persian lines. New colours were later added by English breeders including chocolate, red, and 

lynx (tabby) points
. 

Birman’s have also been used in the development of new breeds, notably including the Ragdoll. 

 

Appearance: 

Birman’s have a medium sized, rectangular body with a broad face and distinct Roman nose. 

Their ears are ideally as wide on the base as they are tall and should be set as much on top of 

the head as on the side. The eyes are rounded and should be a deep sapphire blue. 

The Birman's fur is medium-long and should have a silky texture. Unlike a Persian or Himalayan, 

they have no undercoat, and are thus much less prone to matting. Coat colour is always pointed, 

save for the contrasting pure white, symmetrical "gloves" on each paw that are the trademark of 

the breed. The white must involve all toes and in front must stop at the articulation or at the 

transition of toes to metacarpals. These gloves should extend noticeably further up the back of 

the leg (referred to as the "laces"), finishing with an inverted V extended 1/2 to 3/4 up the hock. 

Any other spot of white on the points is considered a serious fault. The base body colour is white 

to cream, with a wash of colour that corresponds to the points but is much paler. 

Recognized point colours are seal, chocolate, blue, lilac (a softer silver-grey), red or 

cream. Tabby and torte variations in seal, chocolate, blue or lilac are also allowed; other colours 

are in development. 

  

2 1/2 year old blue point Birman male 

  

  

Blue point Birman, showing symmetrical white "gloves" 
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Posterior "laces" of an adult male 

 

Like all colourpoint breeds, Birman kittens are born white and begin developing their points after 

one week if a dark colour (i.e. seal point) and 14 days or more if the points are "clear" or lighter-

colour (i.e. lilac point). Their coat does not reach full development until the cat is two years old. 

  

Adult chocolate torte point female with kittens, showing initial development of points 

  

  

5 month old chocolate point Birman kitten 

  

  

7 month old Birman kitten. The point markings are now clearly visible 

 

Genetic diversity: 

The 2008 study The Ascent of Cat Breeds: Genetic Evaluations of Breeds and Worldwide 

Random-bred Populations by Lipinski et al. conducted at UC Davis by the team led by leading 

feline geneticist Dr Leslie Lyons found that the Birman has one of the lowest levels of genetic 

diversity of all the breeds studied. 
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Health: 

The most severe threat is feline hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), the most common heart 

disease seen in cats. In Birman cats, it is thought to be inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. 

HCM is a progressive disease and can result in heart failure, paralysis of the hind legs due to clot 

embolization originating in the heart, and sudden death. 

  

Birman naming conventions: 

Many Birman breeders follow the French tradition of assigning all kittens born in a particular year 

given names that begin with the same letter of the alphabet. Countries with breeders using this 

convention include Canada, France, UK, US, Australia, and New Zealand. 

Kittens born in 2013 would be K, and in 2014 L, and so on. 

 

What They Are Like to Live With 



Because this breed enjoys the company of other pets and people, it is best suited in a multi-pet 

household rather than being a home-alone cat.  

 

 Don’t worry about your valuables displayed on high shelves. This breed prefers to hang out at 

ground level rather than climb curtains or hang out on high perches. Its coat needs minimal care – 

just run a comb through once or twice a week to maintain its silky feel. 

Things You Should Know 

The Birman lacks an undercoat. This breed can be prone to becoming overweight, so measure out 

daily food portions. All kittens are born completely white. The colour points and markings gradually 

appear within the first two years. 

Birman History 

The Birman’s origins are mysterious but enchanting. One popular legend from ancient Burma 

proclaims that this breed was a favourite cat with Kitten priests. One day, robbers invaded the 

Khmer Temple in Burma to steal a golden statute in the image of the blue-eyed goddess Tsun-Kyan-

Kse. Mun-Ha, the high priest was injured during this confrontation. As he lay dying, his loyal Birman 

named Sinh, was said to come to his side and gently rest his paws on his chest, offering him 

companionship in his final moments. The priest died and his cat was transformed. Sinh’s fur turned 

golden like the goddess and his eyes took on the colour of the goddess. Hiss paws were turn to pure 

white, symbolizing the feline’s devotion to his dying priest.  

Birman’s first came to Europe in the late 1910s and the first Birman arrived in the United Stations in 

the late 1950s.  

A Birman naming tradition remains intact. All Birman breeders agree to name their kittens born in a 

specific year with the same letter of the alphabet. All Birman’s born in 2007 in the United States, for 

example, are registered with names beginning with the letter “E.”  

All major cat breed registries recognize the Birman. It garnered championship status by the Cat 

Fanciers Association in 1972 and now ranks eighth in popularity among the CFA-recognized breeds. 

The Look of a Birman 

Look down at the paws and you will discover a tell-tale Birman trait. All Birman’s are born with all 

four paws white. They are referred to as “gloves.”  

 

A Birman’s eyes are deep blue and expressive. The head is round with small ears. The coat comes in 

light colours offset by darker points visible on the face, legs and tail. Its body is medium to large in 

size.  

 

 One of the many pluses of this breed is that its long, silky hair is mat-free.  

 

 Females weigh between 6 and 10 pounds and males average between 10 and 15 pounds 

 



 


